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1 INTRODUCTION 

The stock market has many factors effects on the market behavior; news data is the main fac-
tor of them. Detecting news credibility and authenticity considered an important area of research 
and has lower interest in the stock market researches. Incorrect news content led to more fluctu-
ation in the stock market through many buying and selling signals that cause the large financial 
losses misleading content of the stock market news affects the investor‟s behavior and deci-
sions. Social media and knowledge sharing platforms are large-scaled as a source of information 
for investors this information includes the stock market news data as well as the tremendous 
number of social media users that biases their thoughts and decision toward specific stocks. In 
the stock market the coast of information is very high so, detecting news credibility is a major 
task to avoid the large financial loses. Investors usually wish to achieve higher profits on their 
investments through determining which stocks and the best time to buy or sell; this is achieved 
by designing an accurate prediction model for the stock market behavior. Machine learning 
techniques used to explore the stock market pattern. Machine learning includes supervised and 
unsupervised approaches (Witten,Frank,Hall2011), (Kaseb, Khafagy, Ali, and ElSayed. 2018). 
Text mining is a process of handling the unstructured data and considers a step of knowledge 
discovery. Text preprocessing techniques includes tokenization, stemming and stop word re-
moval (Vijayarani and Janani 2016). Sentiment analysis is the process of determining people‟s 
attitudes, opinions, evaluations, appraisals, and emotions towards entities such as products, ser-
vices, organizations, attributes using NLP, statistics, or machine learning methods from text data 
(Patrick,Zenkert 2014).  

 
2 RELATED WORK  

 There is a number of researches that worked in the area of prediction in general (Sahal, 
Khafagy, and Omara , 2016), and in the stock market prediction in specific, some of them ap-
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proached to predict the future price based on historical stock prices such as (Witten, E. Frank, 
and M. a. Hall, 2011), (Sahaj& Govinda 2017), (L. I. Bing and C. Ou, 2014 ) others approached 
to predict the stock market behavior based on analyzing news sentiment such as (SVijayarani,  
Ilamathi, and Ilamathi, 2016), (Tan , steinbach, Kumar, 2006), (M. M. S. and P. A. K. Sen-
thamarai Kannan, P. Sailapathi Sekar, 2010), and other studies aimed at building their predic-
tion models based on news and some of historical stock prices such as ( S. M. Price, J. Shriwas, 
and S. Farzana, 2014). The works in literature is represented that studies for the stock market 
prediction such as  (Sahaj& Govinda 2017), (Mazen et al. 2018),(Khedr,Salama,and N.Yaseen 
2017) others targeted  fake news detection such as (Graink and mesyura 2017). In the field of 
the stock market for fake news detection, there are few studies till now works to detect the cred-
ibility of stock market news in spite of its importance and impact for investment decision, inves-
tor ‟s behavior. Kogan et al. (2017) and Martin et al. (2017) proposed a model for fake news de-
tection in financial markets.   

3 METHOD 
Fake news detection considered an important task for stock market prediction because it‟s ef-

fect on the investor‟s thoughts and believes. It also has a great effect on the stock market prices 
according to a lot of works of literature that proved that there is a strong correlation between 
news releases and stock market prices. The aim of our proposed model is detecting the stock 
market fake news and then enhancing the prediction accuracy of the stock market through 
combing stock market news and historical stock prices. The analysis of stock market news is 
based on analyzing different types of news for every day and determines their effect on the 
stock market along with historical stock prices (OHLC). Our proposed model implemented 
based on three steps: The first step, considers detecting fake news and then filtering it from our 
dataset to avoid nonfactual news thus avoid unauthenticated sources of information that cause 
stock market fluctuation and higher investment risks to improve the performance of the stock 
market prediction model. The second step, comparing different machine learning algorithms to  

 
 
discover the best combination of algorithms that lead to the enhanced performance of the stock 
market news sentiment analysis as positive or negative news. Third step, discovering the best 
combination of machine learning algorithms to enhance the performance of the prediction mod-
el that designed based on news sentiment analysis and numeric data analysis to predict the stock 
market future behavior as fall or raise. 

3.1 Data description: 

Our proposed model implemented based on united states market data.  NASDAQ is the larg-
est stock market in United States that combines stocks for largest companies in United States. 
The stocks for yahoo.inc, Facebook Inc(Fb), Microsoft corporation(MSFT) have been used in 
our experiment. We were collected different types of news along with historical stock prices for 
each company.  For news dataset, we collect news from different data sources which of them 

Figure-1 proposed model  

 



from authenticated sources such as wall street journal,  Reuters, companies websites, Google fi-
nance, yahoo finance, Nasdaq.com, ecomomics.com and share market update.  The other part of 
news dataset is collected from social media news (Twitter) along with stock mews from 
knowledge sharing platforms such as seeking alpha and motley fool. The second type of dataset 
is the historical stock prices for the focused companies stocks that include opening and closing 
prices along with the highest and lowest stock prices for the company stocks during a day. 

3.2 Description of the proposed model phases  

 3.2.1Fake news detection model: 

Fake news considered an important task to determine factually incorrect and misleading news 
for investors. Stock market fake news target to affect the investor‟s opinions and decisions 
about their investment portfolio so, it can cause large financial loses.  Detection fake stock mar-
ket news model is shown in figure 1. For the collected stock market news from different data 
sources some of them collected from authenticated sources and others collected from different 
knowledge platforms such as seeking alpha and motley fool. The performed Text preprocessing 
techniques includes using tokenization, stop words and stemming and text normalization. Text 
normalization techniques have been applied for news corpus by transforming different forms of 
text into common standard format through transforming all letters in news into lowercase. After 
that N-gram has been used for news corpus as a syntactic analysis technique in order to extract 
features from news corpus as a serious of tokens for length N. Our model generated bigrams 
features from news corpus. N-gram has a robust performance in extracting features from text 
because of automatic capturing for the most frequent roots in news data And good representa-
tion that is provided by n-gram, does not require using a specific dictionary, As well as its toler-
ance for spelling errors (D. Lyon and B. Cedex, 2009). 

Vector space model has been used for document representation to represent terms as a vector 
model and capture the extracted features form stock market news corpus. TF-IDF(term frequen-
cy-inverse document frequency) is a feature weighting method used for weight each term in 
news articles to indicate the word importance in news documents or in the collection of corpus. 
TF-IDF used to replace each token with weighted value (K. S. Loke, 2017). TF is the term fre-
quency for term t in document d, that weights term based on the occurrence of a term in the 
document. IDF weight is based on the documents that contain the term t in the collection of 
news articles.  

After features are extracted and weighting Random forest classifier has been applied to classi-
fy the stock market news as fake or correct news. Our proposed model has two main classes 
“fake” and “correct” news. Fake news detection model is implemented using Random forest 
classifier.  Random forest one of supervised classification machine learning algorithms which is 
an ensemble classification method. This technique builds multiple decision trees and then, com-
bines these decision trees to produce random forest (A. Assaf and E. Alnagi, 2013), (M. N. Ela-
gamy, C. Stanier, and B. Sharp, 2018). The output of several independent decision trees is com-
bined and the majority vote used to produce the optimal predictive model. For the stock news 
data, random forest builds multiple decision trees and combines the output for these trees based 
on the majority voting to produce the optimal classifier and determine to obtain class label 
(which news articles are fake and correct). Random forest has been implemented for detecting 
fake or correct stock news. Random forest classifier is extremely flexible and has higher accura-
cy. We noticed that for fake news data there are common features to discriminate fake news. It 
is usually have shorter news content lower authenticity scores. 

3.2.2News Sentiment Analysis Phase: 

In this phase we perform the following steps for text normalization techniques such as along 
with previous text prepressing techniques that performed for news data in the fake news detec-
tion component. Sentiment analysis for stock market news to be either positive or negative for 
the stock market behavior has been implemented using different machine learning algorithms 
and compare their performance to uncover which of them have higher performance and more 
suitable for the complex nature of stock market news dataset. We explored various machine 



learning methods such as support vector machine (SVM), K-nearest neighbor (k-NN), naïve 
Bayes and logistic regression in order to improve the classification accuracy.  SVM is one of the 
classification methods that has its roots in statistical learning theory.  SVM is based on the idea 
of separating two datasets by enforcing a margin and train to find the maximum margin. It also, 
find the distance between the point and hyperplane that has the maximum distance of the closest 
point to the margin called support vector. Naïve Bayes is based on conditional Independency 
between features.  

Logistic regression one of the popular classification algorithms that are used logistic function 
to estimate the probabilities between data labels (as positive or negative) and the extracted fea-
tures form news data. This means that the logistic function represents that the probability of 
class label occurrence is a linear function combination between independent predictor variables 
and the extracted features. The classifier used logistic function to calculate the likelihood that 
“positive” class label will occur with the specific group of features and will not occurs with an-
other group of features that belongs the “negative” class label. Logistic regression considers the 
dependency between features and performed well with binary classification.  

 3.2.3Historical Stock Prices Analysis phase: 

This phase includes analyzing the stock market historical stock prices that consider the daily 
opening, closing, high and low prices for three companies; Yahoo Inc, Facebook Inc, and Mi-
crosoft Corporation respectively. For each company, we have a historical opening, closing, 
high, and low continuous values.   Preprocessing technique have been performed for historical 
stock prices by converting all continuous values into discrete values as in (Khedr,Salama,and 
N.Yaseen 2017). The output data of this phase will be in the prediction model after merging it 
with news sentiment analysis data. 

3.2.4Predicting the Stock Market Future Behavior Phase 

In this phase, we merging the output of news sentiment analysis after detecting fake news and 
filtering it form news dataset in this phase we merging data news polarities data as positive or 
negative news with the output of the third phase historical stock prices analysis. Different types 
of news have been considered for news polarities. More than two daily news articles are consid-
ered. For the prediction model, we compare the performance of three machine learning classifi-
cation algorithms in order to enhance the performance of the prediction model for the stock 
market future behavior as „falling‟ or „raising‟ signals and to find the best combination of ma-
chine learning algorithms for news sentiment  and stock market prediction that led to enhanced 
performance. SVM, Random forest and k-star algorithms have been used to predict the future 
behavior of the stock market. K-star algorithm is a type of lazy learners that delays the training 
set until there is a need to test data instances.  

4 RESULT AND DISCUSSION  
In this section, we will discuss the experimental results that represented in three sections; the 
first section represents results for fake news detection through the sentiment analysis for news 
content as fake or correct news, second section concerned with the experimental results for 
stock market news sentiment as positive or negative effect on the stock market or on the inves-
tors decisions with different machine learning algorithms to find the best performance, finally 
the third section describes the results for predicting the stock market future behavior as falling 
or raising signal. 

 

1. Results for detecting the stock market fake news: 

  The experimental result demonstrated that it has a strong effect on the stock market behavior 
because of their impact on investor‟s believes and decisions. Random forest algorithm demon-
strated a reasonable accuracy for fake news detection. Random forest algorithm used to detect 
the credibility of the stock market news as fake or correct news for three companies yahoo inc, 
FaceBook  Inc and MICROSOFT. The results for news credibility founded that achieved accu-



racies are 66.6%, 69.2%, 61.1% for Yahoo Inc, Facebook inc and MICROSOFT respectively. 
The model performance measured by kappa statistics and the results demonstrated that the pro-
posed model is acceptable. It was found that from our experimental results fake news has gen-
eral features such as it usually has shorter content, fewer self-references, higher insight words 
such as think, know and discrepancy words such as (think, should) this features are compatible 
with previous studies for fake news detection models.                 

2. Results for the stock market news sentiment: 
 

   In this phase the stock market news sentiment analysis performed based on different algo-
rithms to find the best performance. The overall experimental results are represented in figure 2. 
Empirically it has been shown that logistic regression achieved higher accuracy than K-NN, Na-
ïve Bayes and SVM algorithms; this means that logistic regression more suitable for textual data 
analysis than others. From figure 2 logistic regression archived accuracy for the sentimental 
model up to 88.24%, 86.21% and 81.82% for Yahoo, FB, and MICROSOFT respectively. The 
obtained higher accuracy for logistic regression because of it considers the dependency between 
features and has higher performance in the case of binary classification. The experiment in-
cludes using the random forest for news polarities but it does not achieve reasonable accuracy 
because of the large size of data than the size of data for fake news detection and the sentimental 
features that does not enough to give a label. The feature evaluated as split decisions are not in-
formative and therefore produce imbalanced decisions as well as the complexity of building 
multiple classifiers on huge text data. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.  Results for predicting the stock market behavior phase: 
 In this section, we describe the experimental results for the stock market prediction model 

for the future behavior as falling or raisin signals. Performance of different algorithms has been 
compared. The results for all are promising. The performance of three supervised learning have 
been comparing the algorithms are; SVM, Random forest and k-star algorithm. It has been 
found that; Random forest algorithm has higher performance than others it achieved accuracy 
up to 92.3% for MICROSOFT Company. The training and testing files have been shuffled to 
measure the validation of our proposed model.  

The experimental results demonstrated that the model based on random forest outperformed 

SVM and k-Star with accuracy up to 83.9%, 92.3%, 91.3% for yahoo, MICROSOFT inc, Face-

book inc respectively. The achieved accuracies for predicting the stock market future behavior 

model based on SVM algorithm achieve accuracy up to 82.9%, 84.6% and 79.2% for yahoo, 

MICROSOFT inc, Facebook inc respectively, finally the prediction model based on k-star algo-

rithm performance also was applicable with accuracy up to70%, 80.6%,82.9%. 
 The experimental results proved that our proposed model is an effective way to predict the 

stock market based on stock market news detection, analyzing different types of news and his-
torical stock prices. Our model has been tested using kappa statistics to compare the observed 
accuracy with the expected accuracy to determine the degree of acceptance and approval for the 
proposed model. The observed values from figure 2 demonstrated that; our mythology achieved 
a higher degree of acceptance using Random forest algorithm.  

Figure 2 Results for Algorithms Performance for News Sentiment Analysis phase. 

 



5  CONCLUSION 

Stock market prediction considered the most essential area of research because of the higher 
earnings and its importance for countries economic growth. There are several factors affects the 
stock market. News releases considered a significant factor that causes the stock market fluctua-
tions because of its great impact on inverse‟s thoughts and decisions toward their investments. 
Detecting the news credibility is a new growing area of research  In the stock market prediction 
so,  detecting the authenticity of news have a great impact in improving the stock market predic-
tion and avoiding the large financial losses. The proposed model detecting the stock market 
news releases using random forest algorithm with reasonable accuracy. News sentiment analysis 
as positive or negative has been performed using logistic regression. Logistic regression is more 
suitable for sentiment analysis data through the comparison between four popular machine 
learning algorithms by achieving accuracy up to 88.24%. Comparison between three machine 
learning algorithms has been performed to find the best combination of algorithms that led to 
higher prediction accuracy for the stock market. Random forest algorithm achieved the best per-
formance and higher accuracy than other algorithms. For future work, the model can be en-
hanced by consider larger size of fake news and consider some technical analysis features. 
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